Sea surface temperatures form a vital part of global mean surface temperature records, however historical observation methods have changed substantially over time from buckets to engine room intake sensors, hull sensors and drifting buoys, rendering their use for climatological studies problematic. There are substantial uncertainties in the relative biases of different observations which may impact the global temperature record.
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simply be scaled to address the impact of the coastal effect.
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Tanom is the original temperature anomaly, T scaled is the scaled 233 anomaly, l(φ, λ) is the land fraction in the given grid cell and a
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and b are coefficients whose determination will be described later.
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The station records for the selected stations are first aligned were fitted to the coastal difference map using generalised shown as a function of time in Figure S2 . The coefficients were therefore smoothed using a 36 month 334
linear lowess smooth with a cubic window (Cleveland 1979 
353
Once the fit to the difference field has been determined, the 
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The HadSST3 trend is therefore assumed to be correct over this harmonics to the regression.
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The temperature field resulting from adding the correction field . Coastal hybrid temperature reconstructions determined by fitting the coastal temperature difference map for each month of the record and using the resulting model to correct the sea surface temperature field. Three different models are fitted, the first using just Y00; the second using Y00 and Y02, and the third using Y00, Y01 and Y02.
available, weighting each grid cell according to the area of the cell. 381
The annual means using one, two or three spherical harmonics 382
were then plotted for the whole period of the record ( Figure 5 ). fitted; this will also allow the sensitivity of the results to different 391 subsets of the coastal temperature record to be evaluated.
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Results
393
Global marine temperature reconstructions were determined using 394 the coastal hybrid method fitting a single global term to the 395 coastal temperature difference field, and applying the 36 month 396 lowess smooth to the resulting coefficients. Two temperature 397 reconstructions were calculated as follows: warm period spanning two to three years. To assess this period 497 a coastal hybrid record was constructed no temporal smoothing. 498 The resulting adjustments to the raw record are compared to the 499 corresponding metadata-based HadSST3 adjustments in Figure 9 . 500
Without the temporal smoothing term the adjustments from 501 the coastal hybrid method show greater inter-monthly variability, 502
however the shape of the adjustment matches the metadata-based 503
HadSST3 adjustments well. The size of the adjustment suggested 504
by the coastal hybrid method is larger than that for HadSST3, and 505 falls outside the range of the 100 member HadSST3 ensemble 506
(Kennedy et al. 2011b). The similarity in shape provides a 507 validation of both the metadata assignments of observation type in 508
HadSST3, and the utility of the coastal hybrid method in detecting 509 that bias. significantly different behaviour prior to about 1880 ( Figure 5 ). 617
While the coastal hybrid method is likely to have a cool bias at 618 the start of the record, the agreement of the different spherical 619 harmonic models after 1880 point is consistent with the cool bias 620 being confined to the period prior to that date.
621
The coastal hybrid record is compared to co-located data from 622 both HadSST3 and ERSSTv4 in Figure 11 , and shows significant 623 differences with both. 
